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マスタリング・イーサリアム
2019-11

イーサリアム ブロックチェーン スマートコントラクトの基本から solidity セキュリティといった関連知識を解説

Spidering Hacks
2004-05

ネット上の情報から欲しいものを自動的に収集

City of Revolution
2002-10-11

this book provides a comprehensive reflective and critical analysis of the far reaching
process of urban transformation searching beneath the hype to expose the true
character of the new manchester has manchester engineered an urban renaissance
having finally turned its back on the grimy factory economy or is it on a slow motion
slide into the post industrial sludge of economic insecurity and social polarization
drawing on the work of leading researchers and commentators in the field this
collection provides answers to these and other questions concerning manchester s
changing political economy

Mobile Urbanism
2011

how knowledge and power flow between places and impact cities worldwide

The Genesis Signature
2010-02-22

a mysterious religious artifact is unearthed at a remote dig site in southern iraq
igniting an explosive clash of civilizations when archeologist leah martin is abducted
by a fanatical islamic cleric aclu lawyer thomas martin races against time to save his
wife amid the intrigue and sectarian chaos of war town iraq thomas discovers nothing
is as it first appears life is cheap two people have already died because of the secret
leah is next the genesis signature is not only an intense suspense filled thriller it is also
the story of betrayal redemption and hope
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ワン・コンピュータムック ぜんぶやさしいエクセル＆ワード 最新版 Copilot対応
2024-02-26

仕事やプライベートの事務的な作業に欠かせないエクセルとワードの便利な使い方を初歩から解説 操作手順をていねいに掲載しており 迷わず使いこなせる 新た
に加わった機能の活用法や 最新ai機能 copilot もしっかりと紹介

Casting Might-Have-Beens
2015-01-24

some acting careers are made by one great role and some fall into obscurity when one
is declined would al pacino be the star he is today if robert redford had accepted the
role of michael corleone in the godfather imagine tom hanks rejecting uma thurman
saying that she acted like someone in a high school play when she auditioned to play
opposite him in the bonfire of the vanities picture danny thomas as the godfather or
marilyn monroe as cleopatra this reference work lists hundreds of such stories actors
who didn t get cast or who turned down certain parts each entry organized
alphabetically by film title gives the character and actor cast a list of other actors
considered for that role and the details of the casting decision information is drawn
from extensive research and interviews from about last night which john belushi
turned down at his brother s urging to zulu in which michael caine was not cast
because he didn t look cockney enough this book lets you imagine how different your
favorite films could have been

Urban Theory
2016-10-04

urban theory new critical perspectives provides an introduction to innovative critical
contributions to the field of urban studies chapters offer easily accessible and
digestible reviews and as a reference text urban theory is a comprehensive and
integrated primer which covers topics necessary for a full understanding of recent
theoretical engagements with cities the introduction outlines the development of
urban theory over the past two hundred years and discusses significant theoretical
methodological and empirical challenges facing the field of urban studies in the
context of an increasing globally inter connected world the chapters explore twenty
four topics which are new additions to the urban theoretical debate highlighting their
relationship to long established concerns that continue to have intellectual purchase
and which also engage with rich new and emerging avenues for debate each chapter
considers the genealogy of the topic at hand and also includes case studies which
explain key terms or provide empirical examples to guide the reader to a better
understanding of how theory adds to our understanding of the complexities of urban
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life this book offers a critical and assessable introduction to original and
groundbreaking urban theory and will be essential reading for undergraduate and
postgraduate students in human geography sociology anthropology cultural studies
economics planning political science and urban studies

The Horror Show Guide
2013-04-01

from atomic bombs to zealous zombies this cinefile s guidebook reviews 1 000 of the
wickedest weirdest and wackiest scary movies from every age of horror with reviews
on many overlooked underappreciated gems such as alice sweet alice daughters of
darkness and zombie as well as the numerous stephen king adaptations and modern
updates such as night of the living dead 3d and the wolfman new devotees as well as
the discriminating darkcinema enthusiast will love this big beautiful endall beall guide
to an always popular film genre established directors including wes craven john
carpenter tim burton david cronenberg and guillermo del toro are given their due as
are the new generation represented by larry fessenden james wan alexandre aja and
others in addition to the hundreds of horror film reviews this guide includes fascinating
and fun top10 lists and sidebars that are designed to lead fans to similar titles they
might not have known about

リトル・マーメイド
2022-07-05

世界中で愛される永遠の名作 海のなかのどこかにきっと ロマチックにつつまれたファンタジーの世界が待っている

My Worst Nightmare...
2023-10-06

about the book my worst nightmare a mother s quest for justice details the real life
experience of one mother pamela j ward regarding the death of her only son in a
horrific accident how she lived through the grieving process and later attempted to
hold nascar fame tony stewart responsible through a civil suit to get the only justice
she could this heart wrenching read is filled with every event that happened during the
civil suit and the emotional toll it took on her entire family for ward releasing the facts
about the case was important so everyone could discover the truth for themselves her
tale holds the heart breaking truth behind experiencing the loss of a child how it
completely impacts your life and how one s quest and need for justice to hold the
person accountable can ultimately consume and devastate your whole life
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Buster Keaton: Cut to the Chase
2014-04-01

an american icon joseph frank buster keaton is easily acknowledged as one of the
greatest filmmakers in early cinema and beyond his elaborate slapstick made
audiences scream with laughter but his stone face hid an internal turmoil in buster
keaton cut to the chase biographer marion meade seamlessly lays out the life and
works of this comedy genius who lacked any formal education buster made his name
as a child of vaudeville thrown around the stage by his father in a cartoon pantomime
of very real abuse the lessons he carried forward from that experience translated into
some of the greatest silent films of all time keaton wrote directed performed and
edited dozens of features and shorts including his masterpiece the general however
those early scars also led to decades of drinking and mistreatment of women keaton
saw huge successes hollywood sex scandals years of neglect from studios and
audiences and finally a shaky resurrection that assured his place in hollywood s film
canon meticulously researched this book brings together four years of research and
hundreds of interviews to paint a nuanced portrait of a compelling artist no comedy
fan or film buff should miss this insider story of the man behind the stone face

International Film Guide
1988

people states territories examines the role of state personnel in shaping and being
shaped by state organizations and territories and demonstrates how agents have
actively contributed to the reproduction and transformation of the british state over
the long term a valuable corrective to recent characterizations of territory as a static
and given geographical concept an explication of the political geographies of state
reproduction and transformation through its focus on state territoriality and the
variegated character of state power considerable empirical insight into the
consolidation of the british state over the long term

People - States - Territories
2011-07-26

hollywood studios were once eager to bring stand up comedy king richard pryor s
dynamic humor to the big screen so much so that studio executives gave him full
access to available resources and creative control to develop his own projects
unfortunately pryor s screen talents were far less acclaimed than his stage ones and
flops such as the toy and superman iii greatly diminished his reputation the author
examines how this downfall unfolded through comprehensive analyses of each of pryor
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s movies

Richard Pryor in Hollywood
2018-06-21

this practical guide for students focuses on the city and on the different ways to
research it the authors explain how urban studies research is done from the original
idea to design and implementation through to writing up and representation
substantive chapters explain each method in detail from using archival methods
interviews ethnography questionnaires discourse analysis and diaries to using gis and
visual methods this second edition offers a thorough introduction to the research
process revised and updated discussions of foundational methods a new chapter on
sensory methods a new chapter on social media as an object or a method of studying
the city with real world examples throughout and guided further reading for each
chapter it is an inspiring guide for students carrying out their own research in urban
geography urban planning urban sociology and urban studies

Researching the City
2020-01-03

this book explores the pressing issues of border control and infectious disease from
the nineteenth to present day the book places world health in world history microbes
and their management in globalization and disease in the history of international
relations bringing together leading scholars on the history and politics of global health

Medicine At The Border
2006-10-31

the routledge handbook on spaces of urban politics provides a comprehensive
statement and reference point for urban politics the scope of this handbook s coverage
and contributions engages with and reflects upon the most important innovative and
recent critical developments to the interdisciplinary field of urban politics drawing
upon a range of examples from within and across the global north and global south
this handbook is organized into nine interrelated sections with an introductory chapter
setting out the rationale aims and structure of the handbook and short introductory
commentaries at the beginning of each part it questions the eliding of urban politics
into the politics of the city reconsidering the usefulness of the distinction between old
and new urban politics considering issues of class gender race and the ways in which
they intersect appear and reappear in matters of urban politics how best to theorize
the roles of capital the state and other actors such as social movements in the
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production of the city and finally issues of doing urban political research the various
chapters explore the issues of urban politics of economic development environment
and nature in the city governance and planning the politics of labour as well as living
spaces the concluding sections of the handbook examine the politics over alternative
visions of cities of the future and provide concluding discussions and reflections
particularly on the futures for urban politics in an increasingly global and
multidisciplinary context with over forty five contributions from leading international
scholars in the field this handbook provides critical reviews and appraisals of current
conceptual and theoretical approaches and future developments in urban politics it is
a key reference to all researchers and policy makers with an interest in urban politics

The Routledge Handbook on Spaces of Urban
Politics
2018-04-30

spaces of work is an accessible examination of the role of labour in the modern world
the authors critically assess the present condition and future prospects for workers
through the geographies of place space and scale and in conjunction with other more
commonly studied components of the globalisation such as production trade and
finance each chapter presents examples of labour practice from around the world and
across multiple sectors of work not just western manufacturing in addition the book
features further reading section with key questions glossary of key terms short
summaries of the main theoretical approaches guide to further learning resouces
spaces of work is a key book for all social scientists interested in the contemporary
state of labour and the scope for progressive change within the capitalist system
students of human geography sociology international political economy economics and
cultural studies will all find this an invaluable text

Spaces of Work
2003-11-05

this book has two purposes first to argue that there is a greater need now than ever
before for liberal adult education for the working class such provision would both help
to ameliorate the gross inequalities of our society and provide some counter balance
to the increasingly utilitarian and vocational orientation of post school education
secondly the book aims to describe and analyse in some detail the community based
programme for various disadvantaged working class groups that has been developed
by a british pioneer work team concerned with adult continuing education the methods
objectives and overall practice described in this case study are of relevance to those
working in all sectors of adult and community education this book is edited by two
members of staff concerned with pioneer work development from the outset and the
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contributors include other members of the pioneer work team of lecturers and
researchers

Adult Education & The Working Class
2014-10-10

each volume of the understanding world christianity series analyzes the state of
christianity from six different angles the focus is always christianity but it is
approached in an interdisciplinary manner chronological denominational sociopolitical
geographical biographical and theological short engaging chapters help readers
understand the complexity of christianity in the region and broaden their
understanding of the region itself readers will understand the interplay of christianity
and culture and will see how geography borders economics and other factors influence
christian faith in this exciting volume paul kollman and cynthia toms smedley offer an
introduction to eastern african christianity that has been desperately needed by
scholars students and interested readers alike rich in experience and knowledge
kollman and toms smedley introduce readers to the vibrancy of eastern african
christianity like no other authors have done before

Understanding World Christianity
2018-09-01

a sweeping and eye opening study of wealth inequality and the dismantling of local
government in four working class us cities that passionately argues for reinvestment in
people centered leadership and offers a welcome reminder of what government can
accomplish if given the chance san francisco chronicle decades of cuts to local
government amidst rising concentrations of poverty have wreaked havoc on
communities left behind by the modern economy some of these discarded places are
rural others are big cities small cities or historic suburbs some vote blue others red
some are the most diverse communities in america while others are nearly all white all
latino or all black all are routinely trashed by outsiders for their poverty and their
politics mostly their governments are just broke forty years after the anti tax
revolution began protecting wealthy taxpayers and their cities our high poverty cities
and counties have run out of services to cut properties to sell bills to defer and risky
loans to take in this astute and powerful vision for improving america publishers
weekly urban law expert and author michelle wilde anderson offers unsparing
humanistic portraits of the hardships left behind in four such places but this book is
not a eulogy or a lament instead anderson travels to four blue collar communities that
are poor broke and progressing networks of leaders and residents in these places are
facing down some of the hardest challenges in american poverty today in stockton
california locals are finding ways beyond the police department to reduce gun violence
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and treat the trauma it leaves behind in josephine county oregon community leaders
have enacted new taxes to support basic services in a rural area with fiercely anti
government politics in lawrence massachusetts leaders are figuring out how to
improve job security and wages in an era of backbreaking poverty for the working
class and a social movement in detroit michigan is pioneering ways to stabilize low
income housing after a wave of foreclosures and housing loss our smallest
governments shape people s safety comfort and life chances for decades these
governments have no longer just reflected inequality they have helped drive it but it
doesn t have to be that way anderson shows that if we learn to save our towns we will
also be learning to save ourselves the new york times book review

The Fight to Save the Town
2023-06-20

leading anglican writers from around the world challenge the assumption that the
communion is split between a liberal north and an orthodox south anglican churches
worldwide are sharply divided on homosexuality the dominant sterotype is that of a
global south unanimously lined up against homosexuality as immoral and sinful and of
a liberal and decadent global north the differences between the two sides are seen as
fundamental and irreconcilable nothing is further from the truth homosexual behavior
exists across the whole anglican communion whether it is openly celebrated or quietly
integrated into local churches and cultures in this extraordinary book in development
for several years this is exposed as a myth christians throughout africa asia and the
developing world bishops priests and religious academics and lay writers open up
dramatic new perspectives on familiar arguments and debates topics include biblical
interpretation sexuality and doctrine local history sexuality and personhood the
influence of other faiths issues of colonialism and post colonialism homophobia and
the place of homosexual persons in the church other voices other worlds reveals the
rich historical and cross cultural complexity to same sex relationships and injects
dramatic new perspectives into a debate that has become stale and predictable

Other Voices Other Worlds
2006-04-01

in this work of qualitative sociology anna strhan offers an in depth study of the
everyday lives of members of a conservative evangelical anglican church in london st
john s is a vibrant church with a congregation of young and middle aged members one
in which the life of the mind is important and faith is both a comfort and a struggle a
way of questioning the order of things within society and for themselves the
congregants of st john s see themselves as increasingly counter cultural moving
against the grain of wider culture in london and in british society yet they take pride in
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this and see it as a central element of being christian this book reveals the processes
through which the congregants of st john s learn to understand themselves as aliens
and strangers in the world demonstrating the precariousness of projects of staking out
boundaries of moral distinctiveness through focusing on their interactions within and
outside the church strhan shows how the everyday experiences of members of st john
s are simultaneously shaped by the secular norms of their workplaces and other city
spaces and by moral and temporal orientations of their faith that rub against these
thus their self identification as aliens and strangers both articulates and constructs an
ambition to be different from others around them in the city rooted in a consciousness
of the extent to which their hopes concerns and longings are simultaneously shaped
by their being in the world

Imaging of the Vestibular System
2022-07-18

a guide to british television programmes shown at christmas time throughout the
years

Aliens & Strangers?
2015-06-19

in the early days of television many of its actors writers producers and directors came
from radio this crossover endowed the american radio archives with a treasure trove of
television documents the collected scripts span more than 40 years of american
television history from live broadcasts of the 1940s to the late 1980s they also cover
the entire spectrum of television entertainment programming including comedies soap
operas dramas westerns and crime series the archives cover nearly 1 200 programs
represented by more than 6 000 individual scripts includes an index of personal names
program and episode titles and production companies as well as a glossary of industry
terms

The Kaleidoscope British Christmas Television
Guide 1937-2013
2016-02-03

with the same straightforward honesty that made her one of country s top selling
female recording artists reba mcentire tells her phenomenal story from her childhood
in oklahoma working cattle with her ranching family to her days on the rodeo
competition circuit from her early days as a performer in honky tonks to her many
awards and a sold out appearance at carnegie hall reba relates her experiences with
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heartfelt emotion and down to earth humor with the same warmth and generous spirit
that infuses her music she introduces us to the most important people in her life the
family and friends who sustain her and the musicians and producers who have inspired
her and helped her realize her artistic vision with great poignancy she also recounts
the lowest points of her life the breakup of her first marriage and the plane crash that
took the lives of eight of her band members and the highest her remarriage and the
birth of her son shelby her story is not only a chronicle of a remarkable life but a vivid
testament of unshakable determination and faith in god reba my story is an intimate
portrait of one of america s most beloved and successful entertainers note this edition
does not include a photo insert

Television Series and Specials Scripts, 1946-1992
2009-10-21

4つのセクションそれぞれについて 時間配分や問題の解き方等 戦略的に解説 2回の模擬試験で実力を判断することが可能

Reba
2015-04-15

at first glance lloyd hamilton was a large baby faced comic who walked like a duck to
the trained eye hamilton demonstrated keen timing and an inventive mind providing
wry humor rich in emotion during his 20 year career perhaps most importantly
hamilton was greatly admired by his fellow comics receiving praise from the likes of
charlie chaplin and buster keaton this book explores hamilton s life and work
beginning with his conservative middle class childhood and continuing through the
comic s entry into show business as a theatre extra his most memorable role as half of
silent comedy s ham and bud duo and his first feature film the darker self the author
examines hamilton s private life and alcoholism and the decline of his health and
career which led to his death at the age of 43 the book includes exclusive photographs
from the hamilton family a filmography with detailed plot descriptions many behind
the scenes facts and an analysis of hamilton s critical lost feature film a self made
failure

IELTS徹底対策テキスト&問題集
2015-08-01

the crisis founded by w e b du bois as the official publication of the naacp is a journal
of civil rights history politics and culture and seeks to educate and challenge its
readers about issues that continue to plague african americans and other communities
of color for nearly 100 years the crisis has been the magazine of opinion and thought
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leaders decision makers peacemakers and justice seekers it has chronicled informed
educated entertained and in many instances set the economic political and social
agenda for our nation and its multi ethnic citizens

Lloyd Hamilton
2023-01-11

this collection of essays and reviews represents the most significant and
comprehensive writing on shakespeare s a comedy of errors miola s edited work also
features a comprehensive critical history coupled with a full bibliography and
photographs of major productions of the play from around the world in the collection
there are five previously unpublished essays the topics covered in these new essays
are women in the play the play s debt to contemporary theater its critical and
performance histories in germany and japan the metrical variety of the play and the
distinctly modern perspective on the play as containing dark and disturbing elements
to compliment these new essays the collection features significant scholarship and
commentary on the comedy of errors that is published in obscure and difficulty
accessible journals newspapers and other sources this collection brings together these
essays for the first time

The Crisis
1986-06

john hill s definitive study looks at the career and work of british director ken loach
from his early television work cathy come home through to landmark films kes and
examinations of british society looking for eric this landmark study reveals loach as
one of the great european directors

Variety and Daily Variety Television Reviews,
1993-1994
1996-10

私の中で 4人の私のバトルが始まる 人間心理の奥底にある不安と恐怖と狂気を巧みにえぐり出す古典にして究極の多重人格小説

Variety International Film Guide
2004

throughout film history one of the fundamental fantasies portrayed on screen has been
the kind of physical action few of us could ever experience in real life the image of an
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every man engaged in hand to hand mortal combat defending his family or even the
world population against an overwhelming and malevolent force speaks to our most
primal instincts and thus became a mainstay of movie entertainment in order to
translate these deep seated fantasies to the screen filmmakers have been developing
special skills and crafts for over 100 years it is these skills that make movie magic and
have allowed audiences to take part in the primal hopes and fears we all possess
movie stunts special effects a comprehensive guide to planning and execution is
designed to inform filmmakers on how to plan for and utilize these crafts by engaging
and empowering filmmakers to better communicate with stunts and effects
practitioners and thereby enabling them to more fully realize their vision director
producer andrew lane surveys fights use of weapons cars and vehicles falls the use of
pyrotechnics atmospheric effects bullet hits wounds and blood among many other
categories factors such as cost time to implement safety accommodations and
assessing the competence of those employed to plan and execute stunts and special
effects are numerous and very specific each topic in movie stunts special effects is
examined using narrative explanations and extensive interviews with world renowned
experts various stunts and special effects are explored in the context of how they are
best captured by a camera and then editorially constituted in the final product

Ken Loach
2017-10-06

the american film noir the popular genre that focused on urban crime and corruption in
the 1940s and 1950s exhibits the greatest amount of narrative experimentation in the
modern american cinema spurred by postwar disillusionment cold war anxieties and
changing social circumstances these films revealed the dark side of american life and
in doing so created unique narrative structures in order to speak of that darkness j p
telotte s in depth discussion of classic films noir including the lady from shanghai the
lady in the lake dark passage double indemnity kiss me deadly and murder my sweet
draws on the work of michel foucault to examine four dominant noir narrative
strategies

鳥の巣
2016-11

new york magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the new york herald
tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across
the country with award winning writing and photography covering everything from
politics and food to theater and fashion the magazine s consistent mission has been to
reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself while
celebrating new york as both a place and an idea
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Movie Stunts & Special Effects
2014-11-20

The Hollywood Reporter
1991

Voices in the Dark
1989

Encyclopedia of African History 3-Volume Set
2005

New York Magazine
1997-09-08
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